
The Hungarian Vizslas –
Magyar Vizslák

Conformation, temperament, construction and movement, working abilities
and working standard.



 I would like to explain the standard and anatomy and those very essential

external and internal qualities: the BREED TYPE, that differents the Hungarian

Vizsla from other pointing dogs .

 What is breed type? Fine details of the breed standard, individual breed

traits like shape, proportions, head and expression, colour, balance,

movement, temperament. Sometimes it isn’t mentioned in the standard we

need to train our eyes to find it. The best way to train our eyes is to watch

many really typey dogs and see good judges judging.



The general appearance (1). 

 The appearance of the “Magyar” Vizsla is characterized by three very

important words: MIDDLE, MEDIUM and MODERATE.

 What is middle? Size, size of eyes, size of ears.

 What is medium? Medium strong bones. Medium set ears.

 The size and bones are medium compared to other pointing breeds. The Vizsla

should be noble, dry, lean, without being coarse or heavy, cumbersome

bloodhound type, or vice versa, too fine, showing weakness or whippetness.



The general appearance (2).

 What is moderate?

 Almost everything! The width of the skull, the stop, the length of the neck, the

depth and width of the chest, the angulations at the front and the rear, the

slightly low set tail, the thickness of the tail, slightly sloping pasterns

(metacarpus) and the moderately oval paw.

 There must be balance between elegance and robust. It is the most difficult to

find, sometimes helps if we think about the Vizsla’s work. Is this dog strong and

big enough to retrieve hares and pheasants from a long distance? Is this dog

light and powerful enough to be able to run fast on field trials or hunting days?



The proportions
 The proportions are very important as well, because these make also the

difference between Vizsla and other breeds! 3 important difference from
other gundog breeds:

 1.The length of the body is slightly more than the height.

 2.The chest is slightly less deep than the 50% of the height.

 3.The foreface is slightly shorter than the skull.

 The desirable topline: medium high set neck, moderately strong and high
withers, straight back line, (attention: never sloping!) Slightly low set tail. The
desirable under line is moderate forchest, moderately deep and wide
chest, moderately tuck up belly. The angulations in front and back are
moderate as well.

 Typical faults: not enough forchest, loosing elbows, short upper arm, poor
fronts and paws, too high croup and tail carriage.

 English standard is a bit different.





The head (1).

 In addition to body structure and proportions, the two most important

attributes of the Vizsla are the head and the color. These determine the breed

type very well.

 Again, the most important word we use most often in its standard is the

moderate. Moderately long, moderately wide, moderately developing

occiput, moderate stop, moderately deep, but never hanging lips, neither

from side nor from front tapered. It is slightly bulging the 2 plane of the head,

(the topline of the head and the muzzle being almost parallel.) It can be very

disturbing and give impression of other breeds convex or concave muzzle,

too strong or less stop, hanging lips or the opposite, snippiness.



The head (2).

 From the front, Vizsla's head is trapezoidal, never triangular! It is very

distracting, unfortunately, we can see a lot lately, very strong, wide, fleshy

cheeks and big hanging lips.

 The ears are moderately low set and moderately long, hanging close to the

cheeks. They are not tick or twisted or heavy.

 The eyes are middle large, slightly oval, with closed eyelids. Its color is very

important, the darker is the better but not very dark or black, at least a shade

darker than the hair in adult age. The real Vizsla expression is very important,

that is kind, warm, vibrant and ready for action. Never stingy, hard or scared.







The colour

 Bun?

 It’s easier to explain in other worlds. Gold yellow, russet gold. Never pale

yellow, not reddish or brownish. It’s preferred to have a uniform color,

smooth, glossy, stuffy. Not too short or too thin hair. The pigment should be

the same or just a shade darker but cannot be dark brown or black. It isn’t

nice when it's lighter than the hair, being pinky. Too dark skin pigmentation

showing hound or ridgeback looking.



The Wire-haired

 In proportions, structure and color the Wire-haired Vizsla is not different from

the shorthair, but it’s a bit stronger and more robust and have a bit more

substance. Its head looks square because of the eyebrows and the beard. Its

coat should have strong, thick, dull, need to has undercoat. The coat isn’t

longer than 3- 4 cm, shorter on the head, legs and chest.



Movement
 Its structure determines its movement, which is light, smooth, sound,

covering a lot of ground, but don’t show too much reach and drive.

Keep its topline

 Faults: high, moving from the elbow not from shoulder, rattling, erratic, in

pace..



Construction, working abilities, well-being (1).

 The proportions together with the angulations and temperament determine the movement of the

dog in the show ring and work.

 The thing we can see if it’s right, that when the dog moves in the ring or in the field it’s light and

even, gives the impression that all parts of the body are harmoniously moving, not tiring for the dog

at all.

 Imagine the dog as a physical system, arms, hoists and discs. According to physical laws, this

system works most efficiently when the arms are almost equal in length and degrees. The vizsla

should have moderate strong angulations before and rear and almost equal long limbs. The well

laid (not too much) shoulder and the length of the legs determines the length of the step. The back

connecting between the front and the rear as a bridge. If the lengths of the bones and angles

before and rear are balanced, the dog's movement will be balanced. It is not only balanced but

easy, persistent and preserves the health for a long time.



Construction, working abilities, well-being (2).

 If something is too long on the dog it is usually too weak (back, pastern, or hock)

 If something is too short it doesn’t have enough flexibility, it is stretched, vulnerable. (back,

pastern) on upper arm it results the short steps. If something is too steep the vibration and damping

ability is missing. (pasterns again or angulations)

 The Vizsla should have moderate long, moderate sloping pasterns and slightly oval , moderate

long paws. Faults, upright pastern cat paw.

 All of us know that the work of Vizsla, besides its construction, is very much depended on its

temperament too. We often see so-called "faults collection" dogs with horrible structures that work

excellently because they want to work, they have huge wild bite and will to please. In that case,

the question is only how long? It makes a big difference that an excellent dog has to be retired at

the age of 6, or at the age of 12. Formal defects as the age passes are more and more emerged

and noticeable, hinder the dog, make it vulnerable and will not able to work.



Health

 Health disorders of the Vizsla effects the work even more serious and I

believe that health screenings are even more important, because the

disorders effects their general well-being as well. Most of them are

inherited, just like structure and temperament. But it can be another lecture.



The Vizsla as a Hunting dog or Hunting 
Competition dog (1).

 Form and function should be related, construction and balance should equip the dog to the job.

 First of all, we have to point out that Vizsla is an excellent all-round hunting dog that can help

hunters in all part of hunting, from field work, water work, to forest blood tracking. We do not want

this ability to change. Although the Vizsla is an all-round hunting dog, we are very happy and proud

of the fact that some individuals are able to perform excellent, high class, classic field work as well.

 What are the characteristics of the Vizsla as a working dog?

 Vizsla is keen to do the water work, but not so keen in the thick reed.

 A good Vizsla is a natural retriever. They bring and keep the game nicely. Not hard mouth.

 Very good and easy to train for tracking on field and wood too but some of them don’t like the long

tracks in the thick wood. The reason is their strong contact with the handler. Most of them are not

dependent enough.



The Vizsla as a Hunting dog or Hunting 
Competition dog (2).

 They are intelligent, easy to train, will to please, keep the contact, don’t like the hard

handlers and force.

 We prefer the Vizsla is not to being hyperactive. Unfortunately, I find many hyper

Vizslas now days. Don’t think that the hyper, always busy dog is the good working dog.

A good working dog is quiet, interested in the work very much, able to concentrate,

keep the eye contact, will to please.

 Water work, follow the tracks, retrievering etc. have the same requirement and scoring

system between the different breeds of pointing dogs.

 Only the field work and specially the Field Trials where  the judges look for  the breeds 

specific characteristics.



The importance of the field works

 Before I speak about the field work I would like to draw your attention to the

relevance of the field work.

 In my opinion, the most important work of the pointing dogs is field work!

Why? Because there are lot of other breeds that can retrieving as well,

some even better, working in the water, maybe even better. Others can

also follow tracks, but searching in the field full speed, as efficiently as

possible, with high noses, focusing only on air scents, find, point and fix the

game, this is that only a pointing dog can do! Also very important, that the

majority of these attributes are hereditary. I mean the nose, pointing instinct

style of searching, interest of game etc.



What are the characteristics of the 
Vizsla in field we require? (1).

 Here again the most important word is MIDDLE- MEDIUM. A middle fast,
smooth, easy gallop which covers ground, middle wide, accurate search, with
a medium high head carriage. What do I mean by speed? That the dog works
visibly in full speed and rhythm according to its construction.

 The Vizsla should not to be overheated, the gallop has 3 beats the fore and
hind legs don’t crossing each other and the hind legs don’t overtake the
forelegs.

 The tail on the topline level or a bit higher, lashing with the rhythm of the
gallop. The high or hanging tail carriage is a mistake as well as the always too
fast lashing tail.

 The nose should be fine and accurate. We judge it by the distance from the
Vizsla’s first notice the game NOT by the distance from pointing.



What are the characteristics of the 
Vizsla in field we require? (2).

 When catch the scent gets slower and usually with cone- like moving with 
moderate high nose, focuses only on air scent, points and fixes the game. Follows 
the game with air scent as well. Very important!

 Fix the game means gets the point from the proper distance. Not too far because 
the game would sneak away in this case. Not too close because it would run or fly 
away immediately.

 The point should be fix and intensive, but not so dramatic and sudden as a pointers 
point. The tail is quiet, the head is in the direction of the game. All the same 
standing on 4 legs or 3 legs or which leg is up.

 Never expect a Pointer job from a Vizsla, neither in speed, nor in width or head 
carriage. If a Vizsla runs like a Pointer, or a Greyhound or a German Pointer is a 
mistake, not an advantage. The work of these breeds is different because their 
construction and temperament is different too. If we change these two, the work of 
the dog will change as well, and we lose Vizsla itself.

 Because of it is a bit heavier in construction and a bit less of temperament, the 
Wirehaired Vizsla usually is a bit slower and shorter in quotering than the 
shorthaired but all other aspect are the same.



What are the characteristics of the 
Vizsla in field we require? (3).

 Faults on field are slow, short, circular searching, turning against the wind. 

Cumbersome or jumping, rocking horse gallop, trotting, low head carriage, 

tracking! poor nose, insure notice, insure pointing, wild loss.

 Unfortunately, nowadays people are interested in win, as soon as possible, in 

the show ring and on the field too. For this reason in some breeds  splits to show 

and working lines. See the Pointer, the Labrador Retriever, the two versions are 

very far from each other. Thanks God the Vizsla is still one breed and we really 

want it to be preserved like this for the next 100 years as well. 





The future of the Vizsla.
 The Vizsla is a very popular breed all over the world and it deserves it! But the

popularity is very dangerous. There are money in breeding and some people are
living from this in some countries. Unfortunately, when money takes an important
role of breeding it is never good for the breed. The breeders easily forget about the
health, working abilities, and breed standard. The breeding Clubs, breeders and
mostly the judges have huge responsibility for the breeds. The clubs need to create
good breeding rules to exam the health, conformations and working ability and
temperament. The judges should be very strict to follow the standards in
conformations and working side as well.

 There are some dangerous directions in the show world especially in the USA and
AUS. The judges like short, sloping top lines, long neck, deep chest and strong
forechest, upright fronts, over angulated rear angulations and very much reach and
drive in movement.

 In the working side, they like the hard going, hard headed, pointer or FT. GSP like
galloping dogs. They concentrate only the field work and forgot about the others.
The dogs lost their abilities to work in water and to be natural retrievers. To protect
the breed is the responsibility of the judges (new and old, show and work). They are
able to do it if they have a deep, accurate knowledge of the breed and if they are
brave enough to use it at the risk of not being always popular.
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